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abstract: Ecological and evolutionary processes are affected by
forces acting at both local and regional scales, yet our understanding
of how these scales interact has remained limited. These processes
are fundamentally linked through individuals that develop as juve
niles in one environment and then either remain in the natal habitat
or disperse to new environments. Empirical studies in a diverse range
of organisms have demonstrated that the conditions experienced in
the natal habitat can have profound effects on the adult phenotype.
This environmentally induced phenotypic variation can in turn affect
the probability that an individual will disperse to a new environment
and the ecological and evolutionary impact of that individual in the
new environment. We synthesize the literature on this process and
propose a framework for exploring the linkage between local devel
opmental environment and dispersal. We then discuss the ecological
and evolutionary implications of dispersal asymmetries generated by
the effects of natal habitat conditions on individual phenotypes. Our
review indicates that the inﬂuence of natal habitat conditions on
adult phenotypes may be a highly general mechanism affecting the
ﬂow of individuals between populations. The wealth of information
already gathered on how local conditions affect adult phenotype can
and should be integrated into the study of dispersal as a critical force
in ecology and evolution.
Keywords: phenotypic plasticity, dispersal, metapopulation, connec
tivity, adaptation, gene ﬂow.
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How processes that occur on local scales (e.g., local re
cruitment or evolutionary response to natural selection)
interact with one another through dispersal across a re
gional scale has important implications for the persistence
of species (Hanski and Gilpin 1997; Hanski 1999), evo
lutionary diversiﬁcation (Smith et al. 1997; Nosil and
Crespi 2004), and the structuring of ecological commu
nities (Travis 1996; Holyoak et al. 2005; Urban and Skelly
2006). One fundamental way these processes are linked is
through individuals that develop as juveniles in one en
vironment and then, as adults, either disperse to new en
vironments or remain in their natal environment. By al
tering the traits or quantity of dispersers between different
environments, phenotypic plasticity induced by natal hab
itat conditions can have profound consequences for meta
population and metacommunity dynamics as well as ge
netic differentiation and adaptation of populations. These
effects include strongly reducing the ability of metapop
ulations to persist (Vuilleumier and Possingham 2006),
skewing estimates of connectivity between populations,
and creating unidirectional gene ﬂow and thus asymme
tries in the geographic patterns of local adaptation and
maladaptation (Stanton et al. 1997; Kawecki and Holt
2002). While natal habitat–induced plasticity of adult phe
notypes has received considerable attention by ecologists
working at local scales (e.g., Roach and Wulff 1987; Pech
enik 2006), how those developmental environments may
affect the quality and quantity of dispersing individuals
has received very little attention (Ronce et al. 2001; Clobert
et al. 2004). This is an important gap in our understanding
of ecological and evolutionary processes. Carryover effects
between the conditions in which an individual develops
and dispersal performance and behavior are likely to be a
highly general mechanism that creates dispersal asym
metries between habitat patches that vary in condition.
Thus, this form of carryover effect generates an intrinsic
link between the local developmental environment and the
regional connectivity of populations. Understanding these
linkages provides a potentially powerful tool for relating
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local and regional scale processes through the traits of
individuals.
Our understanding of the relationship between an in
dividual’s phenotype at the dispersal stage and its pro
pensity to disperse remains tenuous for many systems. Few
studies in any system have fully explored how intraspeciﬁc
phenotypic variation affects dispersal. Regardless of study
system, we also lack a clear understanding of how the
distribution of dispersal-related phenotypes is affected by
distinct developmental conditions that vary between hab
itat patches and the resulting consistent dispersal asym
metries between habitats with different environmental
characteristics. Our goal here is to develop a conceptual
framework (ﬁg. 1) for investigating how dispersal asym
metries may arise between patches as a result of different
local environments that each alter individual development
in a distinct way and thus have different carryover effects
on adult dispersal. We propose that the ecological and
evolutionary interactions between patches in a set of pop
ulations must take into account how environmental con
ditions affect the number and phenotypes of dispersing
individuals. This is best investigated in a holistic manner,
in which all stages leading from individual developmental
environments to the ecological and evolutionary conse
quences of environmental variation among patches are
considered. Speciﬁcally, it requires biologists to evaluate
the spatial structure of environmental variation affecting
juvenile development and thus adult dispersal phenotypes
(ﬁg. 1A). Then, the consequences of these developmental
conditions for the behavioral, morphological, and physi
ological phenotypes that affect dispersal must be identiﬁed
(ﬁg. 1B). Finally, how differences in the relative numbers
and quality of dispersers moving into new habitats affect
metapopulation persistence, metacommunity structure,
and local adaptation need to be considered (ﬁg. 1C).
In this article, we will discuss the consequences of natal
habitat effects on disperser phenotypes. We deﬁne the term
“natal habitat” broadly; it is the environment an individual
experiences early in its life that may affect its phenotype
at the dispersal stage. The speciﬁc life stage in which an
individual occupies its natal habitat will vary among taxa.
For instance, animals with complex life cycles would in
habit the natal habitat during the larval stage; the phe
notype at metamorphosis may affect the dispersal of ju
veniles that ultimately breed in an adult habitat. Similarly,
the conditions (e.g., soil type, shade) in which a plant
develops are the natal habitat for that plant’s seeds. Those
seeds are then dispersed at a rate that may be affected by
conditions experienced by the maternal parent.
In some cases, the effects of natal habitat on disperser
phenotypes are obvious. For example, reviews from diverse
systems conclude that many animals with complex life
cycles exhibit adaptive phenotypic plasticity in the larval

Figure 1: Conceptual view of the path from natal habitat effects on
individuals to ecological and evolutionary consequences on populations
and communities. A distinct series of research questions arises at each
step along this path. A, Why do natal conditions create speciﬁc adult
phenotypes? For example, are adult phenotypes a by-product of adap
tation to the juvenile environment or an adaptation to disperse? B, How
does natal habitat–induced variation in adult phenotype affect dispersal?
For example, are more individuals likely to disperse or disperse longer
distances? Will immigrants into a new habitat have a different phenotype
than the residents that they interact with? C, What are the consequences
for ecological and evolutionary processes? For example, does altered dis
persal affect our estimate of connectivity? Does environmentally induced
asymmetry in dispersal increase extinction risk? Does environmentally
induced asymmetry in dispersal cause an asymmetry in local adaptation?

phenotype that can have carryover effects into the postmetamorphic stage (Benard 2004; Pechenik 2006). The
effects of natal habitat, however, may also be subtle; we
include maternal effects in our deﬁnition. For instance,
stress experienced by female vertebrates can affect the phe
notype of their offspring (birds: Hayward and Wingﬁeld
2004; mammals: Marchlewska-Koj et al. 2003; lizards:
Meylan and Clobert 2004). Maternal effects in plants can
affect seed quality and ability to disperse (Roach and Wulff
1987; Imbert and Ronce 2001). We chose a broad deﬁ
nition of natal habitat effects because the ultimate eco
logical and evolutionary consequences are similar, regard
less of whether the natal habitat effect is a speciﬁc type of
larval host that causes insects to disperse longer distances
or a maternal effect inﬂuenced by habitat conditions in a
plant that causes seeds to develop structures to disperse
farther. Also for clarity, we have restricted ourselves to a
discussion of natal dispersal, the movement of an indi
vidual from its natal site before ﬁrst reproduction (Clobert
et al. 2001). Throughout our article, we use the general
term “dispersal” to refer to natal dispersal. When migra
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Table 1: Predictions for how natal habitat–induced phenotypic plasticity may affect the probability that an individual disperses
Dispersal condition and natal
habitat effects

Nature of effect

Adaptive:
Relative cost of dispersal

Increase

Mating success in new habitat

Increase

Performance of offspring

Increase

Nonadaptive:
Dispersal capacity
Dispersal period length

Increase
Increase

Example

Effect on dispersal
probability

Natal habitat causes individuals to be smaller
and thus more susceptible to dispersal
mortality
In social (lekking or chorusing) breeding systems, males that develop at low density and
are larger may move to higher-density habi
tats because they are able to establish territo
ries and attract females; higher male densities
attract more females
Larger seeds have greater competitive ability in
new habitat

Decrease

Lower wing loading in insects
Smaller amphibian metamorphs take longer to
reach maturity

Increase
Increase

Increase

Increase

Note: Predictions depend on whether dispersal is a direct adaptation itself or a by-product of other activities.

tion or breeding dispersal are discussed, we distinguish
these as such.

How Does Natal Habitat Affect Dispersal?
Numerous models have been put forward to provide an
adaptive explanation for why dispersal occurs. These can
be grouped into three general categories: (1) hedging
against environmental variation, (2) avoiding kin com
petition, and (3) avoiding inbreeding (all three are re
viewed in Johnson and Gaines 1990; Clobert et al. 2001).
A common theme in most of these models is that there
is a ﬁtness cost associated with dispersal. Natal habitat
effects on disperser phenotypes may affect the magnitude
of those costs, thereby generating an asymmetry in the
relative costs of dispersal and thus affecting the conditions
under which dispersal is adaptive. For example, in the
absence of competition with kin or the risk of inbreeding,
we would predict individuals to disperse from their natal
habitat when their ﬁtness if they disperse is greater than
their ﬁtness if they remain in the natal habitat (Johnson
and Gaines 1990; Bélichon et al. 1996). The ﬁtness of a
dispersing individual is a function of the costs it incurs
while dispersing, its mating success in the new habitat, and
the reproductive value of its offspring to the dispersal
phase. In contrast, the ﬁtness of a resident individual is a
function of its mating success in the new habitat and the
reproductive value of its offspring. Both the costs incurred
during dispersal and the mating success of individuals in
their adult habitat are partially a function of an individual’s
phenotype at the dispersal stage. The phenotype of dis
persers is itself a function of the genotype by environment

interaction of individuals developing in a speciﬁc natal
habitat. By affecting an individual’s phenotype at the dis
persal stage, natal habitat–induced phenotypic plasticity
can alter the ratio of ﬁtness costs to ﬁtness beneﬁts of
dispersing and, thus, whether the decision to disperse is
adaptive (table 1). While such natal habitat effects on the
costs of dispersal have been identiﬁed in a few systems,
no theoretical work has included them. We consider how
natal habitat conditions affect an individual’s phenotype
at the dispersal stage and how this may in turn alter the
cost-beneﬁt structure of the decision to disperse.
Alternatively, dispersal itself may not be an adaptation
to the natal environment and local landscape. Instead,
dispersal may be a function of movement in organisms
that utilize different environments during the natal habitat
and prereproductive phases. For example, in amphibians
with biphasic life histories, the dispersal period between
metamorphosis and reproduction may account for most
of the organism’s growth and life span (e.g., 2-month larval
period vs. 2-year terrestrial juvenile stage). During this
time, individuals may move over the terrestrial landscape,
seeking food and suitable terrestrial habitat until they reach
sexual maturity. Thus, the probability that an individual
disperses may be a function of its movement capacity and
the duration of time that it spends between metamorphosis
and the dispersal phase, which in turn may be a function
of natal habitat effects (table 1). Under this scenario, natal
habitat effects on the phenotype of dispersers are not an
adaptation to disperse; rather, they arise through a cor
relation between a phenotype (e.g., size) induced by de
velopment in the natal habitat and an individual’s prob
ability of dispersal.
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Natal conditions can affect the probability that an in
dividual will leave the natal habitat patch before breeding
in two distinct ways: (1) by affecting the capacity of an
individual to disperse and (2) by affecting the motivation
of an individual to disperse. Both effects on dispersal are
quantiﬁable and may also interact with one another. These
effects may be a direct adaptation, for example, if an in
dividual develops a dispersal-speciﬁc phenotype to escape
a low-quality environment. Alternatively, natal habitat ef
fects on dispersal capacity and propensity may be due to
environmental constraints; for example, dispersing from
a poor-quality environment may be adaptive, but low re
sources in the natal environment prevent an individual
from developing a dispersal-speciﬁc phenotype. Finally,
these effects may be due to correlations among phenotypes
developed as an adaptation to the natal environment. For
example, low growth rates in the natal environment may
be an adaptation to reducing predation risk (e.g., Benard
2004). The resulting smaller size at the dispersal stage may
affect dispersal propensity or capacity but is not in itself
an adaptation that optimizes an individual’s dispersal
strategy. By altering the phenotypes of individuals that do
disperse, natal habitat effects may change the nature of
the ecological interactions between dispersers that enter a
new population and the residents that they encounter
there. Here we discuss examples of these phenomena to
demonstrate that they are likely to be common. Later, we
provide examples that show how natal habitat effects may
alter ecological and evolutionary processes.
Dispersal Capacity
One of the clearest patterns relating dispersal ability and
local habitat conditions is found in insects with wing di
morphisms. These species possess dispersal polymor
phisms that result in distinct ﬂight-capable and ﬂight-in
capable morphs. These dispersal polymorphisms include
both morphological (e.g., larger wings) and physiological
(e.g., increase in production of triglycerides) changes (Zera
and Denno 1997). Reviews of dispersal polymorphisms
(Dingle 1996; Zera and Denno 1997) conclude that the
developmental switch to ﬂight-capable morphs is most
commonly associated with poor or deteriorating local en
vironments, including temperature and photoperiod
changes associated with seasonal climatic change as well
as crowding and low food quality. Exposure to predators
(Weisser et al. 1999) and parasitoids (Sloggett and Weisser
2002) also induces increased production of ﬂight-capable
winged offspring in pea aphids (Acyrthosiphon pisum).
Polymorphic ﬂight strategies in these species appear to be
favored by costs associated with the production and main
tenance of wings and/or ﬂight musculature, which are high
enough to impose trade-offs between dispersal and fecun

dity (Roff and Fairbairn 1991). In species of plant hoppers,
differences in the proportion of the population that de
velops the winged form can exist at both large and small
geographic scales (Denno et al. 2001). Thus, there exists
spatial variation in these habitat conditions that has the
potential to generate dispersal asymmetries between
patches.
Discrete phenotypes that affect the capacity of individ
uals to disperse are not limited to insects with wing poly
morphisms. For example, many species of plants exhibit
seed heteromorphisms affecting seed dispersal, such as the
presence versus absence of wings (Imbert and Ronce
2001). At least some of these seed heteromorphisms are
induced by the environment experienced by the mother
(Imbert and Ronce 2001). Another discrete polymorphism
that can affect dispersal is facultative paedomorphosis in
salamanders. For some species of salamanders, the quality
of the pond (e.g., resource availability) in which the larvae
develop determines whether they develop into either a
terrestrial adult capable of dispersing overland to a new
pond or a completely aquatic gilled adult restricted to its
natal pond (Whiteman 1994). Thus, there are many ex
amples of organisms with discrete environmentally in
duced phenotypes that may affect dispersal capacity.
Many other taxa exhibit continuous, rather than di
chotomous, variation in natal habitat–induced phenotypes
that has carryover effects into later life-history stages
(Dufty et al. 2002; Benard 2004; Pechenik 2006). Although
clearly not all traits affected by carryover effects from the
developmental environment to the adult phenotype will
impact the dispersal ability of individuals, natal conditions
often impact major morphological and physiological pa
rameters, such as body size, that have the potential to affect
dispersal. Distinguishing the impact of local developmental
conditions on dispersal probability in animals without dis
tinct and dichotomous dispersal morphs requires identi
ﬁcation of (1) how developmental conditions affect phe
notype at the dispersal stage and (2) how that phenotype
affects dispersal probability (ﬁg. 1).
One common way in which natal conditions are likely
to affect dispersal is through their inﬂuence on an animal’s
size and the subsequent effects of body size on dispersal
ability. For example, interspeciﬁc comparisons indicate
that body size is positively correlated with dispersal in both
mammals (Sutherland et al. 2000) and birds (Paradis et
al. 1998). In mammals, one of the classic studies on prox
imal factors associated with dispersal followed individually
marked Belding’s ground squirrels (Spermophilus beldingi)
in two populations (Holekamp 1984, 1986). Males are the
most frequent dispersers, and in both populations, body
size was positively associated with dispersal. Attaining a
threshold body size was critical as a proximate mechanism
triggering dispersal. Although body size was associated
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with the initiation of male dispersal in both populations,
these sites differed in juvenile body size. The site with
higher population density had smaller juveniles that dis
persed shorter distances than individuals from the lowerdensity site, suggesting that differences in natal conditions
acting on body size also inﬂuenced dispersal behavior. In
traspeciﬁc comparisons in birds have also found body size
to be positively associated with the timing (Lens and
Dhondt 1994), distance (Hockey et al. 2003), and rates
(van der Jeugd 2001) of natal dispersal. In some cases,
there is a clear link to habitat condition. For example, in
crested tits (Parus cristatus), individuals from lower-quality
habitats (isolated forest plots) were slower to reach a
threshold size and disperse than individuals from higherquality intact forests (Lens and Dhondt 1994). In other
cases, phenotypic variation within a single breeding colony
resulted in differences in body size and dispersal behavior
(van der Jeugd 2001). This demonstrates that the effects
of body size, determined during development, on dispersal
can arise both between and within populations.
Similarly, laboratory studies demonstrate that larval
conditions affect the size of metamorphosing frogs and
that these larval conditions indirectly affect postmeta
morphic dispersal capacity; larger frogs will hop for a
greater distance before tiring or will hop greater distances
in a single jump (e.g., Beck and Congdon 2000). Phe
notypic plasticity in amphibian size at metamorphosis is
found in response to many different forms of environ
mental variation (e.g., resource availability: Morey and
Reznick 2000; predation risk: Benard 2004). However, the
link between amphibian movement capacity and actual
dispersal in nature has received little empirical attention.
In insects, larval environment affects adult body size
(competition: Rossi et al. 1996; resource quality: Blanck
enhorn 2006; predation risk: Benard 2004), and this may
translate into differences in dispersal capacity between
populations that differ in larval environmental conditions.
Interspeciﬁc comparisons of dispersal behavior in ﬂying
insects frequently indicate that larger species have greater
dispersal capacities (Nieminen et al. 1999; Roslin 2000;
Angelibert and Giani 2003) and are more likely to be
migratory (Roff 1991). Body size can affect the ability to
maintain directed ﬂight at the speeds necessary to over
come ambient airspeeds, so that ﬂight remains directed
rather than a passive function of air currents (Dudley
2000). In odonates, the mass of the thoracic musculature
is a strong predictor of power output (Schilder and Marden 2004), suggesting that aspects of body size may have
a direct functional role in dispersal ability in this group
and in other winged insects where the thorax houses the
musculature that powers ﬂight. Intraspeciﬁc comparisons
of body size and dispersal rate in odonates have found a
positive relationship between size and dispersal (Anholt

1990; Michiels and Dhondt 1991; Conrad et al. 2002).
Anholt’s study is of particular interest because he exper
imentally manipulated the larval environment of a dam
selﬂy (Enallagma boreale) and then evaluated the conse
quences of developmental environment on both body size
at metamorphosis and dispersal probability. Although the
number of dispersal events observed was relatively low,
individuals that dispersed were signiﬁcantly heavier at
emergence than individuals that did not disperse (Anholt
1990). This study demonstrated a linkage between devel
opmental conditions, adult phenotype, and dispersal be
havior. Anholt’s results also indicate that high-quality hab
itats produced larger individuals with greater dispersal
abilities, a potentially common form of the habitat con
dition–dispersal ability relationship. This suggests that
high-quality habitats may contribute a greater proportion
of dispersers to the regional pool. Although the “habitat
conditions” were experimental treatments, the differences
between these treatments parallel those observed in natural
environments, demonstrating that habitat conditions can
produce asymmetric dispersal patterns between natural
habitats that differ in larval resource availability.
While body size may be important in affecting dispersal
ability in many taxa, other aspects of the individual’s mor
phological or physiological phenotype will also inﬂuence
dispersal ability and may even interact with body size to
determine dispersal ability. These too can be affected by
natal habitat conditions. For example, Merckx and Van
Dyck (2006) reared caterpillars of speckled wood butter
ﬂies (Pararge aegeria) in low-quality (i.e., agricultural) and
high-quality (i.e., woodland and woodland fragments)
sites. These rearing environments predictably affected the
ﬂight morphology of the adult butterﬂies. Individuals that
developed in the low-quality site had higher wing loadings,
a trait positively associated with ﬂight speed and perfor
mance (Dudley 1990; Srygley and Chai 1990), than in
dividuals that developed in the high-quality site. Thorax
mass and wing loading strongly affect ﬂight capacity in
Lepidoptera (Srygley and Chai 1990). In a study of mul
tiple species of Neotropical Lepidoptera, Srygley and Chai
(1990) found that populations located in pasture habitats
dispersed more and differed in wing and thorax allocation
patterns, corrected for body size. Individuals from pasture
habitats had longer and wider forewings and heavier tho
raxes than populations in forested landscapes, differences
the authors attributed to phenotypic plasticity. Larger
wings relative to body size decrease wing loading, while a
heavier thorax is associated with increased ﬂight power in
some ﬂying insects (Srygley and Chai 1990; Schilder and
Marden 2004). Dispersal is a potentially costly process;
body size, body condition, and patterns of morphological
allocation are all likely to affect the ability of individuals
to undertake and accomplish dispersal. For individuals
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engaged in natal dispersal, these traits have been shaped
in part by the natal habitat conditions they have encoun
tered. Thus, local environment–induced differences in dis
persal ability between individuals emerging from alter
native habitats potentially create asymmetries in dispersal
frequency from sites and can change mean dispersal dis
tances of individuals from different habitats.
Dispersal Propensity
In animals with active dispersal where there is strong be
havioral control over dispersal, motivation can control dis
persal rate. For example, in insects with wing dimor
phisms, not all dispersal-capable individuals will leave their
natal habitat; winged individuals are only “potential” dis
persers (Roff and Fairbairn 2001). Therefore, motivation
to disperse can be the critical determinant of whether dis
persal actually occurs; that is, the potential disperser be
comes an actual one. Motivation to disperse can be viewed
on two levels: the proximate external or internal cues that
induce dispersal and the ultimate evolutionary history that
has led to a speciﬁc cue triggering dispersal. Identiﬁcation
of the ultimate explanations for why individuals disperse
is an active area of research and has been recently reviewed
(Clobert et al. 2001; Kisdi 2002). A number of factors may
select for dispersal, including avoiding negative interac
tions with kin such as competition (Hamilton and May
1977; Comins et al. 1980) and inbreeding (Bengsston 1978;
Crespi and Taylor 1990). Selection may also favor the evo
lution of dispersal in patchy environments where there is
temporal ﬂuctuation in habitat quality that is at least par
tially uncorrelated between patches (Levin et al. 1984;
McPeek and Holt 1992), including variation in population
densities (Holt and McPeek 1996; Doebeli and Ruxton
1997). Under these conditions, dispersal can spread the
risk associated with local population extinctions, and dis
persing individuals have the potential to increase their
ﬁtness by dispersing to higher-quality environments. These
two processes can maintain divergent (i.e., low and high)
dispersal strategies (Mathias et al. 2001; Kisdi 2002) as well
as conditional dispersal strategies (McPeek and Holt 1992)
within a population. Although dispersal can provide a
number of potential ﬁtness beneﬁts, the costs of dispersal,
including increased risk of mortality (Van Vuren and Ar
mitage 1994; Baker and Rao 2004) and reduced resources
available for reproduction (Cohen and Motro 1989; Roff
and Fairbairn 1991; Zera and Denno 1997), can be sig
niﬁcant and decrease the ﬁtness value of dispersal, even
from relatively poor environments. If an individual’s prob
ability of dispersing is adaptive, then an individual’s dis
persal propensity will be an evolutionary response to the
relative costs and beneﬁts of dispersal for that genotype.
By affecting an individual’s phenotype, natal habitat–

induced plasticity in disperser phenotype can affect the
behavioral propensity to disperse by inﬂuencing the cost
of dispersal, the mating success of an individual in a novel
habitat, and potentially even the performance of offspring
in a new habitat.
Natal habitat effects can not only inﬂuence the pro
pensity for an individual to leave a habitat and disperse
but also alter the type of habitat that individuals prefer or
are able to settle in. Development in one habitat may cause
an individual to prefer to settle in that habitat type over
other habitats. While reviews of studies of some taxa have
argued that there is little support for this phenomenon,
(e.g., arthropods: Jaenike 1990), more recent work has
suggested that this habitat preference induction may ac
tually be taxonomically widespread (Davis and Stamps
2004). Natal habitat effects are not limited to individual
habitat choices; for instance, weaker birds may be forced
to settle in suboptimal habitats (Garant et al. 2005). Thus,
natal habitat conditions can affect all phases of dispersal:
the probability that an individual leaves, how far it travels
during dispersal, and what habitat it ultimately settles in.
The proximate cues that trigger dispersal away from the
natal habitat may be internal and speciﬁc to an individual’s
phenotype. For example, body condition appears to be a
critical proximate factor affecting both the decision to dis
perse and its timing. In some mammals, body composition
and, particularly, the level of fat stores are critical in trig
gering dispersal, with higher fat stores being associated
with increased motivation to disperse (O’Riain et al. 1996;
Nunes et al. 1998). The relationship between body size
and dispersal may be affected by the social context in which
dispersal decisions are made by individuals (Hanski 1991),
suggesting that body size may affect both ability and mo
tivation to disperse. Thus, natal habitat can alter moti
vation to disperse simply by affecting the body condition
of individuals when they reach the dispersal stage.
Proximate cues that trigger dispersal may also be a func
tion of the natal environmental conditions that an animal
experiences. For example, juvenile common lizards (La
certa vivipara) whose mothers were reared in food-limited
environments were less likely to disperse than common
lizards whose mothers came from food-rich environments
(Massot and Clobert 1995). The effect of maternal food
limitation on juvenile dispersal appears to be mediated in
part by the vertebrate stress hormone corticosterone; ex
perimental application of corticosterone to gravid female
common lizards caused their offspring to be more likely
to disperse (de Fraipont et al. 2000; Vercken et al. 2007).
Further, the effects of corticosterone on offspring dispersal
can be modiﬁed by maternal condition; corticosterone ad
dition decreased dispersal rates in offspring of larger fe
males (Meylan et al. 2002, 2004). These results suggest
that multiple maternal signals of stressful or poor con
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ditions may increase offspring dispersal propensity. Indi
viduals from poor or deteriorating habitats may develop
a high motivation to disperse and leave these conditions
(McPeek and Holt 1992; Dingle 1996; Coll and Yuval
2004). In contrast, motivation to disperse may also be
related to the probability of dispersal being successful
(Bonte et al. 2003), and very high-quality habitats may
produce more individuals capable of successfully dispers
ing to new habitats than are produced by low-quality hab
itats. Currently, we lack theory on how natal habitat effects
on individual characteristics such as body size affect the
evolution of conditional strategies. However, the empirical
examples discussed above suggest that selection may act
to increase the motivation to disperse at the extreme ends
(low and high) of the habitat quality spectrum. For in
dividuals coming from low-quality habitats, the ﬁtness
costs of remaining in these habitats to breed may be high
relative to the costs of dispersal, even if dispersal costs for
these individuals are quite high. Alternatively, if individuals
coming from high-quality habitats are physically more ca
pable of dispersing successfully, the costs of dispersal may
be greatly reduced relative to potential beneﬁts. This sug
gests that for any system, it is critical to evaluate the role
of natal habitat in affecting motivation to disperse and
how selection for this behavior may change across a gra
dient of habitat quality.

Interactions between Dispersal Ability and Propensity
Simply because an organism has the capacity to disperse
does not mean that it will disperse. For example, if we
compare populations in “high-quality” and “low-quality”
habitats (deﬁned with respect to individual performance),
the individuals developing in the high-quality habitat may
have a greater capacity to disperse (e.g., if they are larger).
Yet if the costs of dispersal (e.g., mortality risk or energetic
costs) are high, the individuals from the high-quality hab
itat may have evolved a low motivation to disperse. In
contrast, individuals from low-quality habitats may be able
to accrue greater beneﬁts by dispersing away from the lowquality habitat, despite their reduced dispersal capacity.
Similar effects are likely to occur within populations. For
example, the effects of body size on dispersal in mammals
may shift on the basis of social and environmental con
ditions. A study of dispersal in the common shrew (Sorex
araneus; Hanski 1991) found that when shrew and mi
crotine rodent densities and dispersal rates were low, dis
persers were smaller than residents and were probably so
cial subordinates. When shrew and microtine densities
were high, dispersal rates increased, and dispersers were
larger in some morphological measures. Although the con
sequences of body size for dispersal shifted between these

periods, there was consistently a size bias in the individuals
that dispersed.
Within species, there are often genetically based trade
offs such that an individual that has high ﬁtness in one
environment has low ﬁtness in a second environment.
Within a population, genotypes adapted to a speciﬁc natal
condition may exhibit a different phenotype at the dis
persal stage as well as a different propensity to disperse
than an individual with a genotype that is not adapted to
the speciﬁc local condition. In the side-blotched lizard
(Uta stansburiana), males exhibit three distinct behavioral
phenotypes, and the social environment strongly affects
the ﬁtness of each behavioral phenotype (Sinervo et al.
2006). The propensity of hatchlings to disperse is deter
mined in part by an interaction between hatchling con
dition (i.e., a maternal effect) and sire genotype (Sinervo
et al. 2006). The interaction between an individual’s ge
netic potential for success in a habitat and its potential to
disperse is likely to be a general phenomenon.
Interactions between natal habitat effects, phenotype,
and dispersal have been described in other systems as well.
For example, in great tits (Parus major), individuals born
in low-quality habitats that develop high-quality pheno
types (higher nestling mass) are more likely to disperse
into and breed in higher-quality habitats than individuals
from low-quality habitats with low-quality phenotypes
(Verhulst et al. 1997). Cross-fostering experiments in this
system found that nestling mass was principally deter
mined by environmental conditions (Shapiro et al. 2006).
This suggests that the natal environment can affect the
ability to successfully disperse to a new habitat, including
the ability to establish territory in the new environment,
and this interacts with an individual’s propensity to do so.
Similar patterns were found in female black-capped chick
adees (Parus atricapillus), where better natal nutrition was
associated with movement into and settlement in highquality habitats (van Oort and Otter 2005), and ﬂamingoes
(Phoenicopterus ruber roseus), where higher-quality natal
habitats were positively associated with both body con
dition and dispersal (Barbraud et al. 2003). Another ex
ample of this phenomenon can be found in insects with
larvae that feed on different host plants. Coll and Yuval
(2004) experimentally investigated dispersal morphology
and propensity in potato tuberworms (Phthorimaea op
erculella) reared on both a high-quality (potato) and a lowquality (tomato) host. The adult moths were much more
likely to ﬂy from the low-quality host than from the highquality host. Further, on the low-quality host, the indi
viduals that were more likely to ﬂy were those with mor
phology more appropriate to dispersal: they had lower
wing loadings. No such interaction occurred on the highquality host plant. There is a high potential for interactions
between dispersal ability and propensity to generate non
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linear relationships between habitat condition and net dis
persal rates. Distinguishing the effects of dispersal ability,
propensity, and their interaction will provide insights into
the mechanistic underpinnings of dispersal.
Phenotypes of Immigrants versus Residents
The natal conditions of one environment may affect neigh
boring populations through the phenotypes of the indi
viduals that disperse into those populations; immigrants
may differ from residents in fecundity, survival, or other
ﬁtness characteristics. Many examples exist of how natal
habitats affect such relevant phenotypes of individuals in
later life stages. For instance, buttercups (Ranunculus ado
neus) in early snowmelt habitats produce higher-quality
seeds that have greater ﬁtness than buttercups from late
snowmelt areas (Stanton et al. 1997). After metamorpho
sis, frogs that had developed as tadpoles with predators
may differ in the length of their limbs (Relyea 2001; Van
Buskirk and Saxer 2001) or in toxicity (Benard and For
dyce 2003) compared with those that had developed in
the absence of predators. The dispersing phenotypes in
wing dimorphic insects generally have reduced fecundity
relative to the resident phenotypes because of a physio
logical trade-off between ﬂight capacity and ovary mass
(Zera and Denno 1997; Roff and Fairbairn 2001). By al
tering disperser phenotypes, natal habitats can have eco
logical and evolutionary effects that range from affecting
the per capita recruitment rate of populations to altering
the per capita effect of migrants on realized gene ﬂow
between populations. These ecological and evolutionary
consequences have rarely been empirically investigated,
but we discuss a few examples below.
Implications of Natal Habitat–Induced
Phenotypic Plasticity
Ecological Implications
When the habitats that juveniles experience during de
velopment affect their ability and propensity to disperse
away from the natal site, the dynamics and persistence of
spatially structured populations and communities may
critically differ from situations in which the proportion of
dispersers is constant across all environments. For ex
ample, this may occur when natal habitat effects create an
asymmetry in the dispersal rate between the two environ
ments. Most metapopulation models assume symmetrical
dispersal between patches (Levins 1969; Hanski 1999).
Models that do incorporate asymmetry in the dispersal of
individuals between patches have found that asymmetries
strongly inﬂuence the conditions under which the entire
system will persist (Saether et al. 1999; Amarasekare 2004;

Vuilleumier and Possingham 2006). Vuilleumier and Pos
singham (2006) explicitly modeled the consequences of
dispersal asymmetries in metapopulations. They found
that in comparison to models of symmetrical betweenpatch dispersal, asymmetrical dispersal increased the risk
for whole population extinction. Further, more patches
were required under conditions of asymmetric dispersal
for the regional population to persist. Numerous factors
can affect a patch’s net number of emigrants; the most
commonly considered examples are population size (or
proxies of population size, including habitat area [Hanski
1999] or habitat quality [Moilanen and Hanski 2006]) and
conspeciﬁc density (Saether et al. 1999; Amarasekare
2004). However, the empirical studies reviewed above
demonstrate that the rate of emigration from a patch is
also likely to be affected by how natal habitat affects adult
dispersal phenotypes. Identiﬁcation of how natal condi
tions affect dispersal propensity in a given taxa will allow
ecologists to speciﬁcally test whether environmentally in
duced between-habitat asymmetries in dispersal affect
metapopulations, as predicted by theory. For example, spe
cies that experience greater between-patch heterogeneity
in the effects of natal habitat on dispersal would be pre
dicted to have greater frequencies of extinction or be more
susceptible to habitat fragmentation (Vuilleumier and Pos
singham 2006).
Habitat connectivity will also be affected by patch-level
asymmetries in dispersal behavior, including dispersal rate
and dispersal distance. Functional connectivity, the extent
of movement between patches based on landscape con
ﬁguration and dispersal behavior, critically affects patch
occupancy, patch dynamics, and long-term persistence in
spatially subdivided populations (Hanski 1999; Crooks
and Sanjayan 2006). Natal habitat effects on individual
dispersal probability, and thus net population emigration
rate, have implications for the extent of regional connec
tivity between patches. Standard measures of habitat con
nectivity incorporate patch population size either directly
or through surrogates including patch area and patch qual
ity (Moilanen and Nieminen 2002; Moilanen and Hanski
2006). Models of population processes using standard con
nectivity metrics have had mixed success in predicting
aspects of population movement between habitats, which
has led some to argue that including more biological detail
will improve these models’ predictive ability (Winfree et
al. 2005). Connectivity metrics typically assume that pop
ulation size alone predicts the number of individuals a
patch will contribute to the regional pool of dispersers,
that is, that dispersers are a constant fraction of the local
population. Yet this assumption is rarely likely to be true
in nature. Evidence from some systems indicates that the
proportion of dispersers from a given habitat may be in
versely related to conspeciﬁc density or affected by dif
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ferences in habitat condition so that individuals disperse
to and away from sites proportionally to achieve an ideal
free distribution (Doncaster et al. 1997; Diffendorfer 1998;
Haugen et al. 2006). Our review suggests that patch en
vironment can affect the development of connectivity be
tween local sites by generating repeatable differences be
tween types of patches and the probability that individuals
leave their natal patch. Therefore, models of habitat con
nectivity should incorporate a term that reﬂects the pro
portion of likely dispersers as well as the absolute size of
the patch when calculating the patch’s contribution to the
dispersal pool. This may lead to substantially different es
timates of habitat connectivity than population size or area
alone.
In addition to affecting individual dispersal probabili
ties, natal habitat conditions may affect the distance a
dispersing individual travels. While dispersal distance is a
critical component in estimating connectivity among hab
itat patches, most studies calculate connectivity using a
single average dispersal distance applied to all patches.
Estimates of dispersal distance are often derived from
mark-release-recapture (MRR) data (Hanski 1999) or
from radio-tracking data (e.g., Ozgul et al. 2006) collected
on individuals within the landscape for which connectivity
is calculated. This value is then applied to all patches in
calculating their contribution to connectivity (Hanski
1999). This approach ignores differences in the distance
traveled by dispersing individuals from patches with dif
ferent natal conditions. When applied globally to all
patches within a population, variation in average dispersal
distance values has little effect on the relative connectivity
of patches; that is, changing the value of average dispersal
distance does not change the rank order of patch con
nectivity (Hanski 1999; Moilanen and Nieminen 2002).
However, applying dispersal distance values that are spe
ciﬁc to the different patch types can change both the ab
solute and the relative connectivity of a group of habitat
patches. This has important implications for how con
nectivity is measured in natural populations.
Consider a hypothetical example in which dispersal dis
tance estimates may be based on measurements of indi
viduals from a single habitat type, even though individuals
from other habitats may differ in average dispersal dis
tance. This could occur for a number of reasons, for ex
ample, if sampling individuals from one patch type is easier
than sampling individuals from other patch types. If the
sampled individuals disperse for longer distances than in
dividuals from the unsampled patches, the researchers will
overestimate average patch connectivity. In turn, this
would overestimate metapopulation capacity (Moilanen
and Hanski 2006), which strongly affects the regional ex
tinction threshold of a species (Ovaskainen and Hanski
2003). Therefore, overestimating the dispersal distance of

individuals from some patches within a landscape can un
derestimate the risk of extinction to the whole regional
population. This approach to estimating average dispersal
distance also fails to correctly predict spatial variation in
connectivity, autocorrelation between quality and connec
tivity, and the relative value of the patches to landscape
connectivity. Because these factors can affect the time a
patch takes to recover following disturbance and decrease
the probability that a good-quality patch will be recolon
ized if it becomes locally extinct, incorrect estimates of
connectivity negatively affect our conservation decisions.
Further, increased variation in patch connectivity and
changes in rank order also affect the relative value of con
serving a given patch and its contribution to maintaining
whole-landscape connectivity. Therefore, we feel that a bet
ter approach to this problem is to estimate average dis
persal distance based on MRR or tracking data from mul
tiple patch types. These are best-case conditions for a
well-studied population in which measures of dispersal
distance are made on individuals from enough patches
that the range of habitat quality the population encounters
and the effect of habitat quality on dispersal distance can
be explicitly incorporated. Including dispersal distance pa
rameterized to the speciﬁc patch type will provide sub
stantially better estimates of how each population con
tributes to regional connectivity. Ultimately, recognizing
and incorporating natal habitat effects into estimates of
connectivity will improve our ability to predict and man
age habitat connectivity.
Integrating the effects of habitat quality on dispersal
distance does not, however, need to lead to irreducibly
complex scenarios and individual patch-based average dis
persal distance values. Empirical dispersal data are difﬁcult
to obtain, and we do not suggest that estimates of average
dispersal distance values need be parameterized to each
patch in a landscape. Instead, a description of the general
relationships between habitat quality and dispersal dis
tance (e.g., by understanding the relationships between
habitat condition and body size and between body size
and movement capacity) can produce reasonable patchtype estimates of average dispersal distance for many sys
tems, which can then be incorporated into connectivity
measures. Data on dispersal distance for individuals from
different patches already exist in many MRR or tracking
studies, and exploring the effects of applying patch-type
dispersal distances on connectivity should begin here.
There is an awareness in the ecological community of the
importance of integrating the context (matrix or land
scape) in which patches are located to understand habitat
connectivity and factors affecting interhabitat dispersal
(Wiens 2001; Moilanen and Hanski 2006). This remains
an important area of work, critical to understanding the
spatial connectivity of habitats. However, just as not all
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matrix environments are the same, neither are all habitat
patches; both levels of environmental variation need to be
integrated to effectively study spatial ecology and measure
connectivity.
Ecological preferences may also be affected by natal hab
itat if and when natal habitat preference induction occurs
(Davis and Stamps 2004). Preference for natal habitat con
ditions should decrease the exchange of individuals be
tween sites that differ in those conditions, and dispersing
individuals will perceive fewer habitat patches as poten
tially suitable sites for settlement. However, the effects of
natal habitat preference induction on metapopulation dy
namics have not been explored either theoretically or em
pirically. The effect of natal habitat preference induction
on metapopulation dynamics will depend on several fac
tors that include the strength of the preference, how habitat
selection preferences change over increasing search dis
tances, and the relative frequency of each habitat type.
Further work on natal habitat preference induction and
its consequences for population dynamics will lead to new
insights on how local conditions can shape the regional
connectivity of populations.
Natal habitat effects can inﬂuence ecological processes
not only by altering the number or symmetry of dispersing
individuals between two environments but also by altering
the distribution of phenotypes within an environment. A
population’s phenotype distribution can strongly affect
population-level ecological traits, such as population
growth rate or carrying capacity (Bolnick et al. 2003). For
example, the composition of male behavioral phenotypes
(individuals scored as passive to aggressive) in experi
mental populations of water striders (Aquarius remigis) has
a strong effect on female mating behavior; groups of very
aggressive males actually drive females out of the popu
lation, thus potentially reducing the population-level re
productive output (Sih and Watters 2005). Similarly, the
phenotypic mix within a population affected ecosystemlevel processes in plant communities (Madritch and Hun
ter 2004). If dispersers differ in phenotype from individ
uals that remain at the natal site, the impacts on the
populations and communities that receive these dispersers
may be different than predicted based on assuming the
impact of one individual of the average phenotype to the
site. Thus, in evaluating the effects of natal habitat–in
duced phenotypic plasticity on dispersal itself, researchers
must also consider the impact of the phenotypes of dis
persers. A useful line of future research will explore how
the phenotypic mix affects population-, community-, and
even ecosystem-level processes within donor and receiver
patches.

Genetic Differentiation, Local Adaptation, and Speciation
Natal environmental conditions can affect the rate and
symmetry of gene ﬂow between populations. Environ
mental effects that increase the numbers of dispersers be
tween populations will increase gene ﬂow between those
populations, assuming other factors are equal. Less ob
viously but potentially as important, natal environments
may alter gene ﬂow between populations by affecting the
phenotypes of dispersers. For instance, even in the absence
of asymmetries in dispersal rate, if individuals that orig
inate from a high-quality habitat produce more offspring
than individuals from a low-quality habitat, effective gene
ﬂow will be higher from the high-quality to the low-quality
habitat than that predicted by numbers of dispersers alone.
High gene ﬂow between populations in different environ
ments can limit adaptation to local conditions by over
whelming locally adapted genotypes with maladapted im
migrant genotypes (Slatkin 1987). By limiting local
adaptation, gene ﬂow can not only inhibit speciation (Slat
kin 1987) but also profoundly affect the ability of a species
to persist in a habitat (e.g., Holt and Gomulkiewicz 1997;
Ronce and Kirkpatrick 2001) and the ecological interac
tions among species (Travis 1996; Urban and Skelly 2006).
A growing number of empirical examples demonstrate the
occurrence of gene ﬂow as a limiting factor for local ad
aptation in nature, highlighting its general importance
(Stanton and Galen 1997; Storfer and Sih 1998; Hendry
et al. 2002). Yet few empirical or theoretical investigations
have considered whether environmentally induced differ
ences in the capacity or motivation to disperse affect the
frequency or degree of local adaptation that we expect to
ﬁnd in nature.
Many models of selection–gene ﬂow balance consider
a constant migration rate along a cline or between pop
ulations (Slatkin 1973; Garcia-Ramos and Kirkpatrick
1997). Under these cases, the models predict a character
istic distance over which the effect of dispersal (gene ﬂow)
on allele frequencies is greater than the effect of selection,
resulting in limited local adaptation. Other models ex
plicitly incorporate the migration of individuals between
populations as the product of a constant migration rate
and a variable population size (Holt and Gaines 1992;
Hendry et al. 2001; Ronce and Kirkpatrick 2001). Natal
habitat–induced changes in dispersal rate can affect genetic
differentiation between populations in two ways: by al
tering the magnitude of gene ﬂow between populations
and by altering the symmetry of gene ﬂow between pop
ulations. In the ﬁrst case, habitat selection behavior shaped
by natal experience (e.g., if individuals have a learned aver
sion or preference for the habitat in which they develop;
Davis and Stamps 2004) can increase or decrease the rate
at which local adaptation and speciation occur by altering
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the amount of realized gene ﬂow (Beltman and Metz
2005). The second case, in which natal habitat effects gen
erate an asymmetry in dispersal between populations, al
ters a common assumption of many models of the evo
lution of phenotypic plasticity and local adaptation in the
face of gene ﬂow.
If the assumption of equal migration rates across all
environments is violated, do the predictions of models still
hold? Models of the evolution of adaptive phenotypic plas
ticity in spatially variable environments have considered
dispersal to be uncorrelated with phenotype or natal en
vironment (de Jong 1999; Sultan and Spencer 2002). Yet,
as described above, adaptive phenotypic plasticity in one
trait or one life stage may affect dispersal capacity and
motivation and, thus, patterns of dispersal and potentially
the predictions of theory about the evolution of plasticity
in response to local conditions. Environmentally induced
asymmetry in dispersal has been investigated in models of
gene ﬂow–selection balance. In an appendix to the article
by Stanton et al. (1997), Turelli showed that environmen
tally induced differences in offspring quality can substan
tially affect the magnitude of an asymmetry in realized
gene ﬂow across two habitat patches. Under these con
ditions, the allele frequencies of propagules from higherquality environments can swamp the frequency of alleles
from lower-quality environments in both habitats. Ka
wecki and Holt (2002) evaluated the effect of asymmetry
in dispersal rate between two patches on the probability
of ﬁxation of alleles that were advantageous in one patch
but disadvantageous in another. Under two different sets
of genetic assumptions, they found that local adaptation
was more likely to occur in the population with a higher
emigration rate. However, their predictions were also de
pendent on the ecological effects of immigration (e.g., density-dependent expression of ﬁtness differences between
genotypes). These theoretical studies demonstrate that en
vironmentally induced asymmetries in the number or
quality of dispersing individuals can lead to asymmetry in
patterns of local adaptation.
Most empirical work on local adaptation has not in
vestigated the consequences of asymmetries in dispersal
leading to asymmetries in local adaptation. Instead, em
pirical work on the interplay between local adaptation and
gene ﬂow has generally used estimates of gene ﬂow that
cannot detect asymmetries (e.g., Fst as a surrogate for gene
ﬂow; Smith et al. 1997; Storfer and Sih 1998). However,
a few studies demonstrate the importance of considering
habitat-speciﬁc, nongenetic factors that create asymmetry
in gene ﬂow between habitats. Stanton et al. (1997) found
that environmentally induced differences in offspring
quality along a snowmelt gradient caused an asymmetrical
pattern of gene ﬂow from early-melt areas to late-melt
areas over approximately 100 m. The asymmetry in gene

ﬂow may have prevented adaptive genetic differentiation
of the late-melt areas (Stanton and Galen 1997). This study
demonstrates that such nongenetic, environmentally in
duced effects can have large, detectable consequences for
gene ﬂow across small spatial scales. In an example with
animals, Garant et al. (2005) studied a population of great
tits (Parus major) found across two habitats. An interaction
between habitat quality and individual quality affected in
dividual bird’s dispersal decisions, so that high-quality
birds settled in the higher-quality habitat. Over 19 gen
erations, these habitat-induced differences in dispersal re
sulted in two distinct patterns of genetic adaptation and
phenotypic change in the patches. These studies demon
strate the potential breadth of the role of environmentally
induced asymmetry in dispersal between environments
and its consequences for genetic differentiation and local
adaptation. By affecting these processes, environmentally
induced dispersal phenotypes may ultimately affect pro
cesses ranging from speciation to ecological interactions.
Evaluating how organisms’ natal environments affect
dispersal phenotypes and thus the magnitude and asym
metry of gene ﬂow between environments will provide an
opportunity to make a priori and even quantitative pre
dictions about the expected magnitude of genetic differ
entiation and local adaptation. However, asymmetry in
local adaptation provides potential pitfalls for researchers;
habitat-induced asymmetry in dispersal may lead to com
pletely asymmetrical adaptation, so that populations in two
environments do not differ in genetic composition, but
one is locally adapted and the other is maladapted (Ronce
and Kirkpatrick 2001; Kawecki and Holt 2002). Under
these conditions, standard tests for local adaptation, such
as reciprocal transplant experiments or common garden
experiments, would be unable to discriminate this from a
failure of both populations to become locally adapted,
because the populations are not genetically differentiated.
Thus, researchers should combine either reciprocal trans
plant or common garden experiments with estimates of
the ﬁtness landscape in different environments; under the
scenario of complete asymmetry in local adaptation, ﬁtness
landscapes would reveal directional selection in the com
pletely maladapted population but stabilizing selection in
the completely locally adapted population. Estimation of
ﬁtness surfaces in addition to reciprocal transplant exper
iments in different habitats would reveal this potential
problem but is rarely used (but see Bennington and McGraw 1995).
Conclusions and Future Research Directions
Environmentally induced asymmetry in the numbers or
phenotypes of dispersers is likely to be widespread and can
have substantial effects on both ecological and evolutionary
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processes. We envision a research program investigating
these effects to operate at three levels. First, the environ
mental conditions that affect the phenotypes must be es
tablished; for example, environments with lower predation
risk cause individuals to have a higher growth rate and thus
attain a larger size at metamorphosis. Second, the mecha
nism by which natal habitat–induced variation in pheno
typic traits affects dispersal must be identiﬁed. How natal
habitats affect dispersal will depend on whether dispersal is
governed by decision rules that maximize ﬁtness or whether
it is a by-product of other adaptive behaviors (e.g., foraging)
in a nonreproductive life stage. Third, the ecological and
evolutionary consequences of environmentally induced var
iation in the numbers or phenotypes of dispersers must be
identiﬁed (e.g., has environmentally induced asymmetry in
gene ﬂow generated landscape-level patterns of asymmetry
in local adaptation?).
A critical component of this research program is to
assess the temporal and spatial scale of variation in these
environmental traits. Researchers must distinguish be
tween environmental characteristics that affect dispersal
and differ between populations in a consistent, repeatable
manner over time and environmental traits that affect dis
persal but exhibit no correlation with geography. Natal
environments may have a strong effect on dispersal phe
notypes, but if environmental variation among patches is
entirely temporal and not spatial, the consequences for
populations may be qualitatively different from those de
scribed here. However, patchy spatial structure among het
erogeneous environmental conditions is widespread in na
ture, including differences in host-plant distributions for
phytophagous insects (Jaenike 1990), soil type distribu
tions for plants (e.g., Brady et al. 2005), and characteristics
of freshwater ponds for many insects and amphibians
(Wellborn et al. 1996). Thus, there are many spatially var
iable environmental conditions that may create consistent
differences in disperser phenotypes.
Relating the dispersal stage phenotype to actual dispersal
can be accomplished on multiple levels that together in
tegrate individual-scale functional morphology and be
havior with observed patterns of dispersal and gene ﬂow.
Laboratory trials can compare dispersal ability (e.g., Beck
and Congdon 2000) and motivation (e.g., Coll and Yuval
2004) in individuals reared in, or collected from, varying
natal conditions. Direct estimates of dispersal can be used
to evaluate the importance of individual phenotype, dis
persal capacity, and motivation for realized dispersal be
tween populations (e.g., Garant et al. 2005). Indirect es
timates of the degree of asymmetry in gene ﬂow between
different environmental conditions can be estimated with
a growing number of statistical approaches using molec
ular genetic data (e.g., Pearse and Crandall 2004). Com
parison of direct and indirect estimates of differences in

dispersal between habitats allows a valuable cross-valida
tion of both approaches. These varied approaches can all
provide critical information for evaluating patterns of en
vironmentally induced asymmetry in dispersal.
The primary goal of this research program is to identify
how these environmentally induced changes in the num
bers and phenotypes of dispersers affect ecological and
evolutionary processes. Once the linkages of environment
to phenotype and phenotype to actual dispersal have been
made, researchers can then investigate their impact. We
predict that these impacts will be substantial, ranging from
altering the patterns and magnitude of connectivity and
local adaptation to changing the abundance of a species
on the landscape. Multiple comparative and experimental
approaches can be used to investigate these impacts. Com
parative studies on multiple species or sets of populations
can test predictions for how the magnitude of natal habitat
effects on dispersal affects the degree of local adaptation
or patch occupancy. Connectivity values scaled by patch
environment–speciﬁc dispersal rates or distances can be
compared with simpler connectivity measures to deter
mine whether they more accurately predict extinction and
colonization. If so, this suggests an important modiﬁcation
of how habitats are selected for conservation purposes.
Experimental studies that manipulate how natal habitats
affect dispersal can be conducted in microcosms or on
larger scales. For instance, separate landscapes of host
plants or pond environments that affect insect or am
phibian dispersal capacity can be created. Together, com
parative and experimental approaches can reveal the details
of how natal habitat effects translate from the individual
level to the population level. Ultimately, understanding the
role of natal habitat effects on dispersal and disperser phe
notypes will provide a deeper insight into the interaction
of local and regional processes in ecology and evolution.
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